
From the Depths of 
Business Process Models

Where true value is 'ready' process 
data reported comprehensively and in 
perspective to primary stakeholders

A  CASE STUDY O F  C U S T O M  
B U S I N E S S  P R O C E S S  R E P O R T I N G

A consulting organization with offices in Dubai and South 
Africa tasked Cephas with customizing Enterprise 
Architect (EA) to produce reports intended to extract 
specific information from complex business processes 
modeled in EA.  The primary stakeholders for these 
reports are the organization's end Users who use them to 
validate the processes, and sign off on the system design.

Business process models can be very complex, spanning multiple 

levels of definition represented by many inter-related diagrams. A key 

challenge that this client faced was the ability to produce a Role-

focused process report:  A report of all of the process steps that a 

Role in the modeled organization is responsible for. EA's built-in RTF 

templates and custom report generation capabilities are geared 

towards reporting on the structural properties of model elements. 

This particular client's situation required the ability to traverse 

relationships at the model element and at the diagram levels.

This case study presents the solution that Cephas developed for this 

client to enable them to traverse and report on any number of loosely 

associated business process models. The models use a combination

 

of EA  Analysis and UML Sequence diagrams. The purpose is to 

collect information about a given process role, and to structure the 

resulting data in a Word document format defined by the client.

In the business process models, Roles are defined using UML Actor 

elements. Actors are related to one another using UML 

generalization/specialization relationships. The primary reporting 

capability is to produce business process related reports according 

to an Actor selected as the context for reporting.  Starting with that 

Actor, the purpose is to drill down into various aspects and nooks of 

the business process to reveal perspectives essential for the client's 

operations and validation practices. Cephas produced five different 

model-based report generators to satisfy this client's needs. 
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R o l e  f o c u s e d  d r i l l - d o w n  r e p o r t i n g

#1 -- Actor-Process Traceability Report

For a selected Actor, this report includes the Sequence diagrams the 

Actor is involved in;  a table listing the name/s of the higher level 

business processes of which each Sequence diagram is a member;  

a table listing the name/s of related Actors in terms of 

specialization/generalization - see diagram above for an example.  

The report is then recursively generated for each such related Actor. 

#2 -- Actor Interactions Rules Report

This second report is launched in the context of a single Sequence 

diagram and contains a table listing all of the business rules either 

embedded as notes on the diagram, or found in the notes field of the 

diagram; also it contains the diagram itself.
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#3 -- Comprehensive Actor Interactions Report

The comprehensive Actor Interactions report incorporates all the 

Sequence diagrams that the selected Actor is part of, with the 

inclusion for each one of: the diagram itself; a table listing the name 

of every Message that originates from the Actor together with any 

guard conditions, as well as the name of the target Actor or Object.

The report is then augmented with a table listing the names of the 

Actors related by way of specialization/generalization - (first level of 

#4 -- Business Process Policies Report

This report documents the policies governing a selected top level 

Business Process. These policies can be found in a Word document 

maintained on the client's intranet, the URL of which is stored as a 

hyperlink of the Business Process' top level diagram in EA.  The 

report generator opens this external document in order to copy and 

paste a number of policy related bookmarked sections into its output 

stream, then completes it by inserting the top level business process 

diagram.

indirection), and completed by reporting for each related Actor its 

Process and Sequence Diagram names, as well as any related 

Actors (second level of indirection).
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#5 -- Package Context Report

For this report, the generator searches through all Sequence diagrams belonging to a selected Package hierarchy and presents to the 

User a list of all the Actors found. For each Actor selected by the User from this list the generator analyzes its related Sequence diagrams 

and builds an array of associated Analysis level diagrams.  All relations between diagrams are modeled by the Client using diagram 

hyperlinks.

 

Top level Analysis Diagram Sequence Diagrams 

Child level Analysis Diagrams 
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For each top level business process the report includes:

-  An overview section lifted out of the notes section of the selected Package

-  A table of all the Sequence diagrams that trace back to this process

-  The process diagram itself, including its notes section as documentation

-  Any business rules found as notes in the diagram

- For any child process (Analysis) diagram found:

		  	- The diagram itself, its documentation, as well as any embedded business rules

		  	-	All Sequence diagrams which trace back to this initial process diagram. For each Sequence diagram:

					    . A list of every Message originating from the selected Actor including guard conditions, Message arguments and the name of the target Actor or Object

				  	  . All business rules embedded as notes in the diagram

				     . All hyperlinks found in the diagram sorted by their type -- links to other EA diagrams, external documents, diagrams or other resources.
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The tradeoff with this performance improvement is that SQL statements 

are not always 100% portable across RDBMS types.

Finally, the Word documents can be generated either for Office 2003 

(.doc) or Office 2007 (.docx). The subtle variations between the two are 

reflected in the implementation of certain Word API calls. Caveat emptor!

O n  T h e  Te c h n i c a l  S i d e

These report options are offered through an Enterprise Architect 

plug-in. The plug-in provides new context sensitive menu options to 

access the above mentioned reports.  Once installed, the add-in is 

registered with EA to become part of its menu scheme.  Each report 

starts of with a Word template document which the Client customizes 

in terms of headers, footers, logos, styles, etc.  The generators then:

- Save this template as a new document, in a user-specified location.

- Add the data to the end of the template,

- Update predefined Word document fields with runtime information.

How it Shows Up In The Tool

In Summary

While EA offers many facilities for capturing complex process models, 

true value is only realized when the data can be presented quickly 

and comprehensively to the end User.  This example plug-in readily 

shows that many hours would need to be spent traversing diagrams 

and elements in order to manually build the same view that can be 

produced in just a few minutes using a custom report builder.

While this Client decided to model processes using Analysis and 

Sequence diagrams, others use UML Activity or BPMN diagrams, in 

which case the Role assignments are achieved using UML Swimlanes 

or BPMN Lanes respectively. Similar reporting would still be required to 

present a complete overview of responsibilities allocated to each Role.

The phrase information at your fingertips may well have become a 

cliché, but its value is not diminished as a consequence.

Sometimes a diagram needs to appear multiple times in different 

sections of the report. To cut down on report size, diagrams are 

bookmarked and references are inserted as hyperlinks instead.

Tracing relationships through the standard COM API provided by 

Sparx Systems can be slow.  Where appropriate, calls are made 

using SQL statements that directly target the underlying EA repository. 

Technical Considerations
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#5 -- Package Context Report (continuted)
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